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Historiographical scholarship of previous presidents is never short in supply. James Earl Carter and Ronald Wilson Reagan are no exception to this assertion and have been extensively studied by historians. Similarly, the role of religion in politics in the United States is rarely neglected by historians. The role of the Religious Right in politics and the explanation for its emergence has also been well documented by academics. There is however a surprising lack of investigation into the specific issue of how Regan, the arguably less religious man, became more commonly identified with the Religious Right than Carter.

Using both a mixture of primary and secondary sources this paper attempts to answer the question of why Carter’s electoral success with Evangelicals was so short-lived. Utilizing remarks from the Presidents, their former advisors, debates and prominent Evangelical leaders this dissertation seeks to offer a new insight into why the support for Jimmy Carter was so ephemeral.

This dissertation will offer a rather simple resolution to the complex question of why Evangelicals shifted their support to Reagan. The Religious Right were not just interested in the election of a pious President but wanted to transform the governance of a nation after two decades of growing secularism. Ultimately it appears that Carter’s decision to campaign on little more than his moral image propelled him into the White House as this title of this thesis suggests because voters and most specifically Evangelicals believed, ‘he’ll do the right thing.’ When Carter failed to deliver on unrealistic expectations, Evangelicals looked to a man who offered not just personal piety but to introduce piety into political policy; Ronald Reagan.
Introduction and the Rise of the Religious Right

We want to have faith again. We want to be proud again. We just want the truth again.

-Jimmy Carter’s acceptance speech at the Democratic National Convention in 1976.¹

The 1970s and 1980s were a time of enormous political change in the United States. As the liberal consensus held together by the New Deal coalition collapsed, the nation saw its first major modern military defeat in Vietnam, and the Watergate scandal led to the resignation of President Richard Milhous Nixon. Following a decade of social upheaval in the 1960s and scandal in Watergate two years earlier, the American public welcomed James Earl Carter’s campaign as a Washington outsider promising a return to morality, with open arms. Carter was empowered to articulate a morality based vision due to his status as the first Evangelical president and he brought with him the support of multitudes of Evangelical voters. However, just four years later, Evangelicals would no longer support Carter but his Republican opponent and fellow ‘born-again’ Christian Ronald Reagan. These series of events shook the core foundations of American governance and politics. Simultaneously, the Evangelical community became increasingly involved in the field of politics and formed what is commonly referred to today as the ‘Religious Right’ or the ‘Christian Right’. Into this new political dynamic entered two Presidents, Jimmy Carter and Ronald Reagan, whose relations with the Evangelical demographic fundamentally altered American politics to the present day. Both Presidents openly declared themselves ‘born-again Evangelical Christians’, yet it was Reagan, not Carter who became commonly associated with the rise of the Religious Right.

Jimmy Carter’s presidential run in 1976 was unprecedented, not only in his becoming the first president from Georgia, but because of his position as the first openly ‘born-again’ president of the United States. Yet it was not until another born-again Christian, Carter’s challenger, Ronald Reagan, ran for President in 1980 that the Evangelical Christian base rallied so firmly behind a particular candidate. Both used Christian themes in their speeches and both attempted to rally Christians behind their political aims. Reagan utilized faith in the public sphere in his fight against liberal secularism and the arms race against the ‘Evil Empire’ of the Soviet Union, while Carter fought against the scandal that plagued the Nixon/Ford administrations and consumerism during the energy crisis. To explain this apparent irony of Reagan, not Carter, being associated with the Religious Right, it is necessary to examine the traditional relationship between religion and politics in the United States.

Religion and politics in many senses seem like odd bedfellows, especially in the American context. The German philosopher, Jürgen Habermas, in establishing the theory of the public and private spheres religion seems to be naturally confined to the private sphere. Religion or demonstration of faith seems the most plausible and vivid example of the private sphere; faith is inherently individualistic and differs from person to person. Politics (at least in a democracy) seems the most obvious example of the public sphere given that it is under constant media scrutiny and is a discourse that happens entirely in a public arena. Additionally in the American context the First Amendment to the United States constitution prevents any law reflecting the establishment of religion, while Article VI, paragraph 3, specifically states that ‘no religious test shall ever be required as a qualification to any office or public trust under the United States.’ ² However, Habermas, in describing this relationship, articulates that it is not a simplistic balance of a separation of religion and politics instead,

‘[t]he parties themselves must reach agreement on the always contested delimitations between a positive liberty to practice a religion of one’s own and the negative liberty to remain spared from the religious practices of the others.’\(^3\) The role of government concerning religion ensures not only that the government cannot establish a national religion, but additionally, that the state has an obligation not to inhibit religious communities from practicing their religion. This separation of church and state has resulted in a system in which candidates for public office have commonly used their religion to demonstrate their individual morality and principles to the electorate.\(^4\) Consequently, it has not been uncommon in the history of the United States for religion to enter the public sphere.

Since the establishment of the Republic, religion has always played a significant role in politics. Ninety-five percent of Americans say they believe in a deity while over seventy percent would not vote for an atheist. Seventy percent also believe that Jesus is the divine Son of God.\(^5\) Religion, although intrinsically private and individualistic, has been intertwined in the public sphere of American politics. In the eighteenth century for example, support for the abolition of slavery was inherently intermingled with theological disputes. Quakers led the campaign for abolition of slavery while in the 1920s Evangelicals (primarily evangelical Baptists) led the charge for prohibition.\(^6\) Thus from the Third Party system onwards the two main political parties often became defined by their religious affiliations; the Democrats with Catholicism, Episcopalians and Lutherans and the Republicans with Northern Baptists,
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\(^4\)Ibid, 1.


Congregationalists, Quakers and Evangelicals. Nathan Miller demonstrates the strong historical interaction between religion and politics when writing of the 1920s’, ‘If the average man is a Democrat, he is likely to be a Methodist; if a Republican, he is probably a Baptist.’ Politicians would therefore often cater their campaign to winning over certain religious groups. Meanwhile the Cold War environment saw a renewed religious fervour in politics as the United States set to distinguish itself from its atheistic communist enemy, the Soviet Union. As the religious temperament of the United States began to change, so did its political makeup. A growing decline of traditional denominations coincided with an ‘Evangelical revival’ meaning that the Evangelical vote became increasingly important. Spearheaded in the early 1970s by Evangelicals, the start of the cultural backlash of the ‘Silent Majority’ to the social liberalism of the previous decade began.

The Evangelical Establishment moved to the Right over the 1970s. Perhaps the best demonstration of the Religious Right’s attempt to influence politics was in respect to abortion. Francis Schaeffer in his 1976 book entitled, How Should We Then Live? is credited by Religious Right leaders (like Ralph Reed) as making abortion a central issue for Evangelical Christians. The book and the documentary of the same name attracted widespread attention in the United States, gaining audiences of over five thousand in some screenings. Schaeffer’s book coincided with H. Edward Rowe’s, Save America, which offered a scathing critique of secular humanism and became a book that was undeniably
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associated with the social conservatism of the American Right.\textsuperscript{12} *Save America* was intended to politically mobilize the Evangelical Right against the Secular Left writing. It stated, ‘This vast resource of Christian manpower is a sleeping giant which needs to be aroused.’\textsuperscript{13} This maxim of conservatism proved all too correct in the changes to the Southern Baptist Convention in the 1970s.

Jimmy Carter’s own church and the protestant church most associated with the Evangelical movement in the nation, the Southern Baptist Convention, underwent a radical change during the 1970s as a decades-long struggle between moderates and conservatives came to the fore. Baptists had historically championed a firm separation of religion and politics. After facing persecution in Europe, the early Baptists settlers to North America were some of the strongest champions of the separation of church and state.\textsuperscript{14} In 1774, Isaac Backus, an early Baptist leader, led a campaign against requiring citizens to pay an ‘ecclesiastical tax’ and prevented the establishment of any one religion.\textsuperscript{15} The American Baptist tradition of a narrow interpretation of the First Amendment remained in place for two centuries. As late as 1971, the SBC passed a resolution that called upon the legalisation of abortion ‘for incidents of rape, incest, clear evidence of severe foetal deformity, and carefully ascertained evidence of the likelihood of damage to the emotional, mental, and physical health of the mother.’\textsuperscript{16} Jerry Falwell, the Baptist most associated with the rise of the Religious Right, declared in 1965, ‘I would find it impossible to stop preaching the pure saving gospel of Jesus Christ, and begin doing anything else – including fighting

\textsuperscript{12} Williams, *God’s Own Party*, p. 142.
\textsuperscript{14} Marsden, *Religion and American Culture*, p. 19.
\textsuperscript{16} Ibid, p.12.
Communism or participating in civil-rights reforms.¹⁷ In 1976, the SBC again voted down an attempt to overturn the pro-choice position but simultaneously adopted their first resolution against homosexuality demonstrating the beginnings of creeping conservatism.¹⁸ During the 1970s there was a fundamental shift in how Evangelicals approached abortion, and by the late 1970s Evangelicals had shifted to a pro-life position, following the Supreme Court’s decision in Roe v. Wade and numerous campaigns by pro-life groups. Jerry Falwell and other prominent right-wing Christians aligned with Catholics in the pro-life movement in an attempt to unite Christians for a Republican cause. Instead of just portraying abortion as a human rights issue though, Falwell portrayed the pro-life campaign as that against feminism and sexual immorality, two issues that were already well understood as sin within the Evangelical community.¹⁹ Conservatives utilized the new opposition to the abortion issue as a 'stick of dynamite’ to claim the executive.²⁰ Adrian Rogers, a vocal conservative, was elected as the head of the SBC in 1979 and used his administrative powers to roll back the prior strict interpretation of the separation of church and state. Falwell summed up the new conservative agenda of the Religious Right: ‘Number one, get people converted to Christ; number two, get them baptized; number three, get them registered to vote.’²¹

During the 1960s and 1970s there was a fundamental shift in the way Evangelicals approached politics and were a fundamental part of the backlash of the ‘Silent Majority’. The 1960s had seen the landmark Civil Rights legislation and the sexual revolution. Politically, the liberal left had promised that the ‘Great Society’ programmes instituted by the Johnson
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¹⁷ Williams, God’s Own Party, p. 96.


¹⁹ Ibid, p. 156.


administration would solve society’s ills. The failure of these programmes to eliminate poverty and racial inequality fuelled conservative arguments that the government was not the appropriate vehicle for solving poverty in the United States.\textsuperscript{22} Cynicism towards the political left was therefore at an all-time high and their embrace of secular liberal values antagonised Evangelicals. This undoubtedly led to conflict with the ‘Evangelical Right’, who disagreed with the new era of permissiveness and perceived immorality.

Evangelicals did not necessarily condemn the sixties entirely but wanted to ‘strictly limit-the social, political, and cultural transformations of the era.’\textsuperscript{23} In fact the study of young Evangelicals in the 1960s has shown their willingness to institute radical social change, however this radical revolutionary change was to be instituted on the foundation of ‘revolutionary spirit of Jesus’ not the social programmes that the Democrats instituted.\textsuperscript{24}

Richard Hofstadter observed this phenomenon as early as 1964:

\begin{quote}
Ascetic Protestantism remains a significant undercurrent in contemporary America and… its followers have found new-fangled ways of reaffirming some of their convictions. They cannot bring back Prohibition or keep evolution entirely out of the school. They have been unable even to defend school prayer or prevent Life magazine from featuring the topless bathing suit. But they can recriminate against and punish the new America that outrages them, and they have found powerful leaders to echo their views.\textsuperscript{25}
\end{quote}

The social conservative backlash coincided with a changing political environment that enabled Evangelicals to launch a moral crusade to institute Evangelical policy in government.

The elections of Jimmy Carter and Ronald Reagan coincided with new Evangelical political power. The fight against the Equal Rights Amendment (ERA) embodied this new unbridled political power. The ERA drew sharp ideological lines between social conservatives and the liberal left, who saw the legislation as an attempt to achieve a greater

\textsuperscript{24} Ibid, p.73.
degree of gender equality, and those in the religious community, who saw it as an affront to the traditional family.\textsuperscript{26} The anti-ERA movement was particularly influential as it united a broad group of traditional Protestants, Evangelicals and Catholics. Indeed, ninety-eight percent of the anti-ERA members were regular church attendees.\textsuperscript{27} This broad coalition of religious groups would be the fore runner to such organizations as the Moral Majority.

The ‘New Right’ was more than willing to accommodate its new supporters. Conservative Republicans were looking for a new standard bearer following Barry Goldwater’s crushing defeat in 1964. Traditionally, the ‘Old Right’ had emphasised fiscal and foreign policy issues.\textsuperscript{28} After the fiscal issues had failed to make electoral gains materialize, a new generation of conservatives tried a new tactic. As Paul Weyrich, a leader of the right-leaning Committee for the Survival of a Free Congress adeptly put it, ‘The New Right is looking for issues that people care about. Social issues, at the present, fit the bill.’\textsuperscript{29} Weyrich politically capitalised on social issues at just the right moment. He utilized the Supreme Court’s decision that removed the tax-exempt status of Christian Bob Jones University for its segregation policies as an attack on Christian morality, and credits the decision as being the ‘Genesis’ of the Religious Right. Weyrich, despite his personal Catholicism, successfully convinced Jerry Falwell to launch the Moral Majority in 1979 and bring Conservative Republican issues, such as abortion and homosexuality, to the attention of Evangelicals.\textsuperscript{30}


\textsuperscript{28} Ibid, p. 79


\textsuperscript{30} Williams, \textit{God’s Own Party}, p. 132.
The Republicans won every Presidential election from 1968 to 1988, barring Carter’s 1976 win. Kevin P. Phillips’, *The Emerging Republican Majority*, demonstrated that due to demographic changes, the Republicans were moving from the minority to the majority party during this era.\(^{31}\) To explain the anomaly of Democratic success in 1976, we must therefore look to the broader historical context. The 1970s were a particularly turbulent period in politics. Watergate, in particular, shattered the faith Americans had in the executive office in a time when Americans had seen significant change in the other aspects of the nation. The military had seen its first defeat in Vietnam, which shattered the pride of the electorate that believed in American exceptionalism and the Republicans, who had tried to explain the defeat as due to moral decay, the filth, the crime, the communists, which were all a product of ‘liberalism’, were in disarray.\(^ {32}\) Spiro Agnew’s resignation, combined with Watergate, created a culture in which the electorate was disturbed by Republicans’ moral lapses.\(^ {33}\) The Republicans had effectively given up their monopoly on representing morality in politics. Evangelical voters in particular, therefore, became influential in the 1976 election, as traditional Republican voters, who were particularly concerned about morality issues and were an influential force in the 1976 and 1980 Presidential elections.

The moral crises created by the loss in Vietnam and the scandal of Watergate led to a culture of distrust amongst the American populace towards Washington and central government. This coincided with a shift to political prominence of Evangelicals in politics. As a social liberal agenda pushed the ERA and the legislation of abortion in *Roe v. Wade* it led to a social backlash from the Evangelical community. Evangelicals turned to what they could ultimately trust to determine a candidate’s morality – religion– and thus turned to the


\(^{33}\) Heineman, *God is a Conservative*, p. 66.
Georgian governor and fellow Evangelical, James Earl Carter. Unfortunately for the thirty-ninth president, the support he received was tepid and would eventually evaporate as Evangelicals turned to Ronald Reagan to represent them in 1980.

The historiography on the precise number of Evangelicals and their voting patterns varies widely between scholars. Albert J. Menendez states that around one-third of American adults have claimed to have a ‘born-again’ experience; this equates to about fifty million Americans (fifty-one percent of Protestants and eighteen per cent of Catholics), while Norton and Slosser put the figure closer to forty million. Historians and historical accounts differ even more widely on Evangelical voting patterns in the 1976 and 1980 elections. Albert J. Menendez’s *Evangelicals at the Ballot Box*, is frequently quoted in historical scholarship as gospel. However, his analysis is not transparent or precise, the book lacks footnotes and rather than using exit poll data it estimates the Evangelical vote by their prevalence in each county. Although this, may possibly, provide more accurate results than exit polls there is much room for statistical error, such as the prospect that non-Evangelical results are not independent of the number of Evangelicals in each county. Menendez states that Carter won forty percent of Evangelicals, a twenty percent increase on McGovern’s result four years earlier. In contrast, J. Brooks Flippen (one of the few that does not quote Menendez) claims that: ‘In 1976 Carter increased the [Democratic share of the] Evangelical vote by fifty percent.’ Dan F. Hahn states more vaguely that he is ‘[c]ertain that it [Carter’s faith] cut
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35 Menendez, *Evangelicals at the Ballot Box*, p. 129.

36 Ibid, p.128.

into the Republican evangelical vote [and] helped win the [1976] election.\textsuperscript{38} Louis Field attests that with the exclusion of the Evangelical vote Carter would have won the popular vote in the 1980 election by one percent.\textsuperscript{39} A \textit{Time} article immediately after the election suggested as much as two-third of Reagan’s margin was due to the shift of white Fundamentalists.\textsuperscript{40} An exit poll from the Associate Press reported that born-again Christians moved from a 50-37 Carter-Ford split in 1976 to a 56-39 Reagan-Carter vote a mere four years later.\textsuperscript{41} Jerry Falwell claimed that ‘two-thirds of our people voted for Carter [in 1976]’\textsuperscript{42}, while historian Mark A. Noll asserts that Carter won a plurality of Pentecostals in both 1976 and 1980.\textsuperscript{43} Despite the wide variety in claims by scholars over the exact figures, the universal consensus among intellectuals is that Carter’s evangelical support was ephemeral in supporting him in 1976 and had shifted firmly against him by the 1980 election.

Religion has always played a significant part of American politics and the 1970s and 1980s were no exception. The events of Watergate, Vietnam and perceived moral failures of government in fact pushed the electorate closer to religious rhetoric at a time of greater secularization. As the public discourse shifted back towards the importance of morality and religion, the Evangelical community became increasingly concerned with politics. Evangelicals were therefore one of the key voter demographics up for grab in the 1976 and 1980 elections. The degree and level of support Carter and Reagan got from the Evangelical


\textsuperscript{39}Balmer, introduction to \textit{Thy Kingdom Come}, xvii.

\textsuperscript{40} Neuhaus and Cromartie, \textit{Piety and Politics}, p. 84

\textsuperscript{41} Donald M. Rothberg, ‘Born-Again Christians go Reagan,’ \textit{Associated Press in Boca Raton News}, November 6, 1980, 7A.


\textsuperscript{43}Mark A. Noll, \textit{Religion and American Politics: From the Colonial Period to the 1980s to the present} (London: Oxford University Press, 2007), p. 375.
community differed the consensus is that Evangelicals shifted towards Carter in 1976 but decisively moved against him in 1980. To understand the dramatic shift in support away from Carter we must look at his relationship with the Evangelical community.
Jimmy Carter and the Evangelicals

A journalist, after hours of trying to determine Jimmy Carter’s success as a dark horse candidate finally remarked, ‘Faith, he has faith! The kind of faith it takes to move mount [...] no, not to move mountains – that’s for Reagan and his Panama Canal problems. This man Carter has got the faith that moves voters- millions of them.’\(^44\) Jimmy Carter was indeed a deeply religious man. When his aides were pressed over and over again about what made him run, they answered with one word, ‘Religion.’\(^45\) Carter read the Bible frequently and declared himself a ‘born-again Evangelical Christian’ and that his religion was, ‘as natural to me as breathing.’\(^46\) The Carter Family’s long serving pastor clarified his faith, ‘I have discovered that you can never adequately grasp Jimmy Carter himself unless you see his Christian faith, along with its standards and principles, as being the framework on which all the rest is built.’\(^47\) Carter taught Sunday school frequently, during the campaign itself and during his presidency.\(^48\) It was somewhat unsurprising, amidst the scandal and corruption that was characterizing Washington D.C. surrounding Spiro Agnew’s resignation and Watergate, that Carter made his honesty and most importantly his faith, as a central issue of his campaign. He told an audience in Buffalo, New York during the Democratic primary that, ‘I believe I can be a better President because of my faith.’\(^49\) During Carter’s term, shortly after a meeting


\(^{45}\) Ibid, p. 42.

\(^{46}\) Ibid, p. 11, 13.


with Pope John Paul the Second the Pontiff declared, ‘You know, after a couple of hours with President Carter I had the feeling that two religious leaders were conversing.’

Amazingly, the historiography of 1970s politics often does not offer explanation on two key issues. Historians do not explain how a more secular socially liberal party nominated an Evangelical candidate from the Deep South. Nor have historians offered a comprehensive summation on why Reagan, a divorced man who legalized abortion in California and infrequently attended church, is most associated with the rise of the Religious Right. Jon Butler has aptly described this problem with American historiography as the ‘Jack in the Box’ phenomenon. Historians, although recognizing the importance of religion, have often been unable to explain its apparent prevalence in some historical events over others. A few, like Dan F. Hahn, have claimed that the Democrats’ nomination of Carter was simply a matter of political strategy and that the Democrats ‘suckered’ the votes of Evangelical Republicans. Pat Robertson, among other Evangelical leaders, credited his own influences, notoriously stating that he did, ‘everything this side of breaking FCC regulations’ in getting Carter the Democratic nomination. Others have simply claimed that with the growing strength of the Evangelical movement, Evangelicals wanted finally to have ‘one of their own’ in the Oval Office. The first, more cynical explanation that Carter was nominated simply due to some sort of master political strategy seems unlikely as the Democrats passed over more moderate (and quite probably more electable) candidates in 1972 and 1984. Robertson and other prominent religious leaders’ support came fairly late in the campaign (and a few


52 Hahn, *One’s (Re)Born Every Minute*, p.1.

53 Balmer, introduction, xvi.

54 Hahn, *One’s (Re)Born Every Minute*, p.6.
flipped their support to Ford after the *Playboy Interview*) by which time Carter was already the front runner to win the nomination. Ultimately, it appears Carter was a product of his times and in particular, Watergate.

The 1960s and 1970s had seen the failure in some of the United States’ most trusted institutions. In the aftermath of Watergate and the perceived moral crises facing the nation, Americans looked increasingly to something that the population had been able to depend on for their moral compass, religion. The substantial majority of the American electorate were Christians, regardless of whether or not they were Evangelical; they still understood Carter’s religious imagery and terminology. Carter’s Evangelicalism gave voters’ faith in his moral compass and that he would represent their values. This was displayed in an early Time-Yankelovich poll which found that thirty-two percent of the voters found his faith a strength to his campaign while only eight percent did not.55 Carter’s faith became a major tenet of his campaign and over a hundred articles about Carter’s religion had been written by May 1976.56 Carter’s campaign made few promises and set out few policy specifics. The one promise that gained him much ridicule from his fellow Democratic primary opponents and later the Republicans was that he would, ‘never tell a lie.’57 Such a pious declaration may have hindered a candidate’s election chances in another era, but not in 1976. *Time* and *Newsweek* both declared 1976 as, ‘The Year of the Evangelical’, on Carter’s nomination and the rise of evangelicalism nationally58. Carter, running merely on his Christian values could afford to be all things to all people. When a voter asked him in New Hampshire whether he

55 Hahn, *One’s (Re)Born Every Minute*, p. 7.


58 Menendez, *Evangelicals at the Ballot Box*, p. 128.
was a conservative, moderate or liberal he responded, ‘I don’t have to choose, so I won’t.’

Furthermore, the Democratic nominee was careful to balance his Evangelical appeal with the mostly secular Democratic platform, frequently quoting Luke chapter twenty, verse twenty-five (Render unto Caesar the things that are Caesar’s and unto God the things that are God’s) and stating: ‘It does not say you have to live two lives. It doesn’t say you have to be two people.’ Carter was also careful on the campaign trail about when it was appropriate to make his faith an issue. At a dinner of supporters in Florida he frequently mentioned God, but in the more secular Harvard-Radcliffe Democratic club references to his Christian faith were absent. The blind faith many voters placed in Carter is best represented by a focus group where shortly before the election, a thirty-three year old waitress was disappointed Carter had not denounced bussing, but added that she would support him anyway because, ‘he’ll do the right thing’. Voters extrapolated their own personal views onto Carter and were therefore disappointed when he did not live up to them. In a telling interview with a fellow Evangelical Carter was asked, ‘You are saying, in effect, then: ‘Trust me and I will do these things’?, ‘Yes’ Carter replied.

Perhaps one of the best indications of the importance of Carter’s faith to the 1976 campaign was the public reaction to his notorious *Playboy* interview. The Carter campaign had seen a thirty-three point lead in July 1976 evaporate to a point behind the incumbent Ford by late October. Carter was attempting to reach traditional secular Democrats, who viewed
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60Ibid, p.12.


63Ibid, p. 97.

him as too pious. In the otherwise fairly uneventful interview he used the term ‘screw’ and admitted that he ‘had committed adultery in his heart many times.’

The interview backfired and it just seemed to add fire to sceptics, ‘Mr Carter is the only politician who talks dirty in public to cover up the fact that he talks clean in private.’ The public response was almost universally negative. Douglas Brinkley, a historian, said it was impossible to underestimate the damage the Playboy interview did to the Carter campaign, ‘It almost derailed the entire Carter campaign. They were in havoc over it.’ It simultaneously led to a backlash from the Evangelical community with the Reverend W.A. Criswell, the leader of the Southern Baptist Convention, switching his support from Carter to Ford in response to the interview.

Carter himself said in the Presidential Debate with President Ford, ‘In retrospect I would not have given that interview [...] If [...] in the future [I decide] to discuss my deep Christian beliefs and condemnations and sinfulness, I'll use another forum.’

The fact that many other prominent individuals had given an interview in Playboy without the same backlash demonstrates how much the Carter campaign depended on Carter’s ‘clean’ and ‘moral’ image in assuring electoral victory.

The Playboy interview best represents the balancing act Carter would have in office, attempting to appease the broad Democratic coalition that swept him to victory in 1976. Carter needed to both appease the secular liberal base that often provided fundraising and campaign contributions but to win re-election needed to maintain Evangelical support. Carter or any Democrat that gained support from the Evangelical Right seemed predetermined to
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66 Hahn, One's (Re)Born Every Minute, p.2.
68 Heineman, God is a Conservative, p. 82.
fail. Carter had a fundamentally different outlook on the role of Government, ‘Christian leaders … form[ed] a union with the conservative wing of the Republican Party. Such a political marriage is in conflict with my own belief in the separation of church and state-I would feel the same even if the marriage were with Democrats.’\textsuperscript{70} Due to the challenge from the left of Senator Ted Kennedy in 1980; Carter had to shift to the left to shore up his base and in the process further alienated Evangelicals.\textsuperscript{71} Carter’s proposed ‘White House Conference on the Family’ demonstrated this shift to the left, the WHCF was initially proposed to appease Evangelicals but ended up accommodating homosexuals and de facto relationships that Evangelicals saw as an affront to the traditional family.\textsuperscript{72}

Ultimately Carter lost support from the Evangelical community and the electorate because on the whole, he did not live up to their expectations. Carter expected those that supported him would simultaneously support his world view as demonstrated in a 2011 interview on The Rachel Maddow Show. When asked how the Religious Right originated Carter responded, ‘They turned against me when I was in office,’\textsuperscript{73} Pat Robertson, a conservative Evangelical, perhaps best represents the shift against Carter. As previously mentioned Robertson in 1976 utilized his The 700 Club network to make a direct appeal to Evangelical voters on behalf of Carter. Robertson firmly believed in the role of the state to implement morality, as did most Evangelicals and wrongly assumed that Carter did too.\textsuperscript{74} Both Carter and Robertson opposed abortion, however but while Carter’s position was one of

\textsuperscript{72} Ibid, 245.
\textsuperscript{73} Jimmy Carter speaking as part of the programme ‘Jimmy Carter interview with Rachel Maddow’ The Rachel Maddow Show (MSNBC), http://www.nbcnews.com/id/44548682/ns/msnbc-rachel_maddow_show/t/rachel-maddow-show-thursday-september-th/#.U1N3cY0Q5i8.
pragmatism and flexibility, Robertson refused to give any ground.\textsuperscript{75} As the election neared, *Christianity Today* published an editorial on whether Christians should vote for a Christian, thus creating a psyche that Carter owed the election to them and therefore, he should represent their interests.\textsuperscript{76} Bob Slosser, a frequent presenter on the Christian Broadcasting Network and a prominent Evangelical, co-wrote a glowing New York Times bestseller book with Howard Norton. Entitled *The Miracle of Jimmy Carter*, it provided commentary on carter’s faith and was released shortly before the general election.\textsuperscript{77} Slosser wrote about the fact that Carter campaigned on little other than Christian values, writing that Carter offered, ‘honesty, morality, frugality and Christianity in the oval office’, insinuating that voters would project their own values onto Carter. Ironically Slosser himself made several false assumptions about the candidate. Slosser suggested that Carter would abolish food stamps in his first year in office and that he was ‘staunchly conservative on fiscal issues’.\textsuperscript{78} Slosser also suggested he wanted to tighten abortion restrictions and that if Jimmy Carter were elected president, ‘This country is in for some surprises’.\textsuperscript{79} Indeed Slosser was correct, however the surprise was the fact that Carter was not the president Evangelicals had envisaged which led to Slosser, Robertson and others also supporting Reagan in 1980.\textsuperscript{80}

The Southern Baptist Convention’s relationship with the Carter administration is the perfect example of the Evangelical shift towards and then against Carter. The SBC is the largest Protestant denomination and at the time of his presidential campaign was where Carter held his church membership. Carter’s aunt, Emily Dolvin, told a Maryland audience,

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{75} David John Marley, *Pat Robertson*, p. 42.
  \item \textsuperscript{76} Ibid, p. 44.
  \item \textsuperscript{77} Norton and Slosser, *The Miracle of Jimmy Carter*, p. 1.
  \item \textsuperscript{78} Ibid, pp.7, 19, 6, 75.
  \item \textsuperscript{79} Ibid, p.111.
\end{itemize}
‘If all you Baptists vote for him, he’ll [Carter] get in there because there are more Baptists than anyone.’

Carter’s targeting of the Baptist movement paid dividends. It is estimated he won fifty-five percent of Baptists, a gain of thirty-three percent from his Democratic predecessor. However, like its high profile members, Robertson, Falwell and Slosser, the general congregation moved firmly against Carter in 1980. The aforementioned new focus on abortion, homosexuality and the ERA saw a subsequent shift in the support of the general congregation of the SBC – Carter’s new focus did not sit well with the church community. Carter himself credits the SBC as playing an essential role in the establishment of the Religious Right stating that the SBC ‘formed an … unbroken [alliance] since then with extremely conservative elements in the Republican Party and extremely conservative elements in the Christian evangelical community.’

The Carter administration frequently misunderstood the electorate’s religious convictions, reducing the dwindling support from the Evangelical community even further. Robert Maddox, Carter’s special assistant for religious matters, noted that his administration staff did not understand as early as 1978 ‘what deep trouble he was in with these religiously-orientated issues’. The predominantly secular administration believed that due to Carter’s personal evangelism his support among the Evangelical community remained solid. Maddox, however, noted that in a meeting shortly after his appointment with several Southern Baptist Pastors they displayed a great degree of hostility towards the Carter White House, noting that under Johnson or Nixon they had got a greater degree of influence and access. Carter was
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seen as indistinguishable from secular Eastern social liberals. To Evangelicals, the clear absence of Evangelicals from his cabinet as well as his open campaigning for the ERA, all heightened distrust.\textsuperscript{86} This was ironically due to Carter’s firm belief in the Baptist tradition of separation of church and state. Unlike his predecessors, he seemed uncomfortable about mixing administration with politics, despite a willingness to do so on the campaign trail. Carter fundamentally believed that Christian based values should be in politics but should not dictate policy. Carter did not promote any Evangelicals of prominence to his administration, which caused great anguish to the Evangelical community.\textsuperscript{87} To put into perspective the level of discontent in the American Evangelical community towards Carter, the man who once declared that ‘Jesus Christ comes first in my life, even before politics’ was being described by some as ‘not even a Christian.’\textsuperscript{88}

Maddox stated that in his view many of the religious leaders did not support Carter in 1976. In fact Falwell and other prominent born-again Christians had openly supported Ford.\textsuperscript{89} There was also a distinct divergence in the community over Carter’s abortion decision, claiming the fact that he was against a constitutional amendment to ban abortion demonstrated that he was supportive of abortion, regardless of his numerous statements to the contrary.\textsuperscript{90} Maddox emphasised that the general congregation and the conservative clergy leadership ‘were really set against Jimmy Carter. The TV preachers, the religious broadcasters, particularly the radio broadcasters, tend to be very conservative, and they were
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screaming about secular humanism. They were talking about abortions. The great irony Maddox pointed out was that Carter himself led to the mobilization of the Evangelicals, his candidacy had brought Evangelical Christianity into the Public Sphere. These same Evangelicals now asked if ‘He [Carter] can be political why can’t we?’

Carter’s clearest use of religious imagery during his presidency, in his televised Crisis of Confidence speech, addressed to the nation concerning energy use, did not gain Evangelical support. Oil prices had increased drastically during the Carter administration causing increased inflation, unemployment and stagflation to the American economy. Carter approached the speech like an evangelical sermon, recognition of a problem, retreat to contemplation, decision of whether to commit, declaration of renewal. Carter used biblical references to epitomize the energy crisis as not just an economic crisis but a spiritual one as well. He referred to his cabinet members as, ‘Disciples’, stated that the United States was facing the ‘Moral equivalent of war’ and that ultimately Americans were ‘confronted with a moral and a spiritual crisis’ that meant the nation was threatened by a ‘Crisis of Confidence.’ Carter was in fact calling for a spiritual renewal stating that ‘too many of us now tend to worship self-indulgence and consumption’ and finished the speech, ‘With God's help and for the sake of our nation, it is time for us to join hands in America.’ Often dubbed ‘Malaise Speech’ by his opponents, it later haunted his presidency. Although initially well
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received, his opponents later successfully characterised the speech as shirking his responsibilities by blaming the American people.\textsuperscript{96} Ronald Reagan in using similar religious metaphors was well received by the Evangelical community stating instead that he ‘finds no national malaise’ and that the United States quoting John Winthrop’s \textit{Model of Christian Charity}, (itself based on the Sermon on the Mount), ‘stood as a shining city upon the hill.’\textsuperscript{97}

Carter’s presidency perhaps best represents the peculiar relationship between religion and politics in the United States. Jimmy Carter undoubtedly held very deep religious convictions and Christian morality. Carter’s morality had been welcomed at a time when there was deep distrust towards Washington D.C. However, the thirty-ninth president did not fully appreciate that running a campaign on the premise of being an ‘outsider’ and a moral crusader would problematize his relationship with the Evangelical electorate when he did not meet all their expectations. Carter did not recognize that it was simply not enough for Evangelicals to have ‘one of their own’ in public office; they expected policy transformation based on Judeo-Christian principles. It was not enough to articulate religious values in the \textit{Crisis of Confidence} speech but Evangelicals expected action on abortion, the ERA and homosexuality. Fundamentally, Carter believed in the now archaic Baptist tradition of a wall of separation between church and state, while a new generation of Evangelicals no longer held the same conviction. Ultimately this group would turn to a candidate who unequivocally declared that he endorsed their values, Ronald Reagan.
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Reagan’s challenge to Carter

Now, I know this is a non-partisan gathering and so I know that you can't endorse me, but I only brought that up because I want you to know I endorse you and what you are doing.\textsuperscript{98}

Ronald Reagan

Reagan announced his endorsement to deafening applause in a gathering of Evangelical leadership shortly before the 1980 election. The gathering held in Dallas, Texas, heard a series of speakers denouncing homosexuality, feminism and abortion immediately before Reagan’s address.\textsuperscript{99} Reagan was the only candidate to turn up to the event; Carter and John Anderson were also invited to the gathering but refused to attend. Reagan was therefore the man of the hour as he promised to represent the Religious Right in the cultural wars, or in the words of one biographer, ‘Rather than bringing himself to church, President Reagan brought the church to his presidency.’\textsuperscript{100}

Despite Reagan’s public declarations of faith, there was a fundamental discord between his proclaimed religion and his personal actions. When asked as late as 1976 whether he was ‘born-again’, Reagan seemed confused by the question and in the 1984 Presidential debate, declared in ‘church, we did not use that term, ‘born again,’ so I don’t know whether I would fit that.’\textsuperscript{101} In the same debate Reagan dodged the question of why he did not attend church, claiming that he would put others at risk and that he regularly attended


church prior to becoming president.\textsuperscript{102} This was a stretch of the truth at best and ignores Carter’s regular church attendance as president.\textsuperscript{103} Furthermore, the Fortieth President had irregularly attended church prior to his presidency.\textsuperscript{104} Reagan was a divorced man, gaining fame via the irreligious, liberal institution known as Hollywood. His daughter, Patti, even posed for \textit{Playboy}.\textsuperscript{105} His wife, Nancy, was infatuated with new-age spiritualism and reportedly did not allow Reagan to travel on days that her astrologer suggested the President’s life would be in danger.\textsuperscript{106} As Governor of California, Ronald Reagan also signed into law one of the most liberal abortion laws in the nation. Although he would, in the election campaign of 1980, claim to be a ‘born-again’ Christian, it is important to note that so did Carter and the independent, John A. Anderson.\textsuperscript{107} Although the faith and beliefs of an individual are impossible to determine by another, the evidence seems fairly conclusive that Jimmy Carter was certainly more ‘devout’ than Reagan. However, we should not make the false assumption that Reagan was irreligious or that his faith did not play an important role in his life. Paul Kengor has written extensively on Reagan’s faith in, \textit{God and Ronald Reagan}, demonstrating a case that Reagan’s religiosity played a central tenet in his life. Reagan frequently quoted C.S. Lewis as well as other Christian scholars.\textsuperscript{108} Kengor, however, ignores Reagan’s wife, Nancy, and her fascination with new-age spiritualism as well as saying little on Reagan’s divorce. Furthermore, Kengor’s partisanship as a Conservative Republican is
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evident in explaining his selective use of evidence and attempt to arguably articulate Reagan as more religious than he actually was.\textsuperscript{109}

On paper, Reagan may have represented much the Religious Right claimed to abhor, yet what the fortieth President may have lacked in Evangelical credentials he more than compensated for with proposed policy and rhetoric. Reagan’s personal indiscretions were willing to be over looked in return for a man who would promote a Religious Right agenda. Jerry Falwell in summing up the mission of the Moral Majority declared, ‘We are not attempting to elect ‘born-again’ candidates …Our support of a candidate is based upon … the commitment of the candidate to the principles we espouse.’\textsuperscript{110} After four years of disappointment in Carter, Evangelicals opted for a new president to put their faith in. Reagan and a new generation of socially-conservative Republicans promised a new Evangelical agenda in government. Evangelicals had felt shut out by the Carter administration, firstly in the absence of Evangelical cabinet appointments, in the continued secularization of policy and most importantly to the leadership lack of access to the White House. Billy Graham had been granted significant access to the Nixon White House, which Nixon in turn used to build an Evangelical coalition whereas Evangelical leadership visits with Carter personally had been near non-existent.\textsuperscript{111} The Evangelical leadership in contrast responded positively to Reagan. The rallying behind Regan is demonstrated by considering \textit{Christianity Today} – during the Carter administration there had been eight articles descrying divorce; after the inauguration of the divorced President, however, this dropped to zero.\textsuperscript{112}
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On issues where Carter was seen as being pragmatic or dithering, Reagan was absolute. Reagan campaigned on a constitutional amendment that would ban abortion, was firmly opposed to the ERA and criticized the Carter administration.\textsuperscript{113} Carter claimed, ‘I don't see homosexuality as a threat to the family, I don't feel society through its laws, ought to abuse or harass the homosexual’, while Reagan during his governorship, after learning of a homosexual group operating in Sacramento remarked, ‘My God, has government failed?’\textsuperscript{114} Reagan also publically aligned himself with the likes of Anita Bryant who had a lead a public campaign against local legislation to prevent discrimination on the basis of homosexuality. The officially non-partisan Moral Majority also saw its first executive director leave the organization to run Reagan’s Evangelical outreach campaign in 1980.\textsuperscript{115} Jimmy Carter may have been the candidate that was most personally aligned with Evangelicals but Reagan was the candidate who offered policy progress for the Evangelical community.

Reagan was the first Republican nominee to place the issues of the Religious Right at a centrepiece of his campaign. The Party of Rockefeller, Nixon and Eisenhower was not initially convinced a shift to the right on social issues would lead to electoral victory. As late as 1978 with the mid-terms approaching, Paul Weyrich, while advising the Republicans to appeal to Evangelicals, claimed that the Republican National Convention Chairman, Bill Brock, ‘didn't understand what I was talking about [...] it was so foreign to him that it didn't make any sense.’\textsuperscript{116} The Republican platform of 1980 reflected the outreach to Evangelicals. They dropped support for the ERA and supported a ‘human life’ (anti-abortion) constitutional
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amendment. It was the first time a party had nominated a pro-life candidate since the legislation of abortion in *Roe v. Wade*.\(^\text{117}\)

Demonstrating the fundamental discord between support for policy and individual piety at the 1980 election was the Religious Roundtable. The Roundtable was an Evangelical organisation that gave out ‘morality ratings’ based on a candidate’s position on a number of issues including school prayer, the ERA and abortion.\(^\text{118}\) The focus on policy rather than politics meant that a number of progressive congressmen who were committed church members received zero ratings, while a Florida Congressman embroiled in a bribery scandal received a perfect one hundred rating.\(^\text{119}\) Evangelicals had grown tired of what they saw as empty rhetoric from the Carter administration; it was not enough simply to articulate Evangelical positions but not act on them. The Republican nominee offered strong rhetoric in regards to the issues Evangelicals were most concerned about. Reagan’s statements on abortion during the 1980 campaign undoubtedly won him support from Christian fundamentalists who had a growing opposition towards abortion. Reagan declared in the presidential debate with John Anderson (Carter refused to attend): ‘I've noticed that everybody that is for abortion has already been born.’\(^\text{120}\) Reagan also subtly endorsed the concerns of the Religious Right in the campaign, ‘I think that I have found a great hunger in America for a spiritual revival. For a belief that law must be based on a higher law.’\(^\text{121}\) Reagan however did not just confine his religious outreach to the debates. In his acceptance speech to the Republican National Convention Reagan was not afraid to use religion, ‘Can
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we doubt that only a Divine Providence placed this land, this island of freedom here as a
refuge for all those people in the world who yearn to breathe freely."\textsuperscript{122} Reagan then brought
his speech to a close by offering a moment of prayer; in the midst of the political debate over
prayer in public schools in a nationally televised address to millions of Americans, it left no
doubt in the mind of Evangelicals which side of the culture wars Reagan would support.\textsuperscript{123}

The Evangelical leadership in turn did what they could to support and promote
Reagan. Unlike other voting groups based on; ethnicity, family income or political
affiliations, Evangelicals met once a week as a collective at church. This enabled a much
greater degree of unity and solidarity in voting than other political groups and made
leadership much more influential. This worked fundamentally to Reagan’s advantage, as the
liberal pastors who may have been supportive of Carter did not believe in preaching politics
from the pulpit. Falwell and other Reagan supporters did not have the same qualms. During
the 1980 campaign the Moral Majority and other Christian conservatives pushed an increased
voting registration. Right-leaning pastors conducted an exercise in the months before the
1980 election in which they asked congregation members who were not registered to vote to
stand and then proceeded to lecture them on the importance of voting. Falwell and others
promised to repeat the exercise until Election Day; it resulted in an estimated two million
more Evangelicals voting.\textsuperscript{124}

Perhaps the clearest indication of the distinction between Carter and Reagan’s use of
religion in politics is in Reagan’s \textit{Evil Empire} speech in contrast to \textit{Carter’s Crisis of
Confidence} televised address. Jimmy Carter generally avoided speaking to organizations
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representing the Religious Right, whereas Reagan embraced them, Reagan’s 1983 address to
the National Association of Evangelicals is one of the most renowned speeches of his
presidency. Where Carter alluded to religious themes, Reagan explicitly stated them. In the
Evil Empire speech Reagan states that the Government contains, ‘God-fearing, dedicated,
noble men and women in public life, present company included.’\textsuperscript{125} Carter was seen as
‘preachy’ and ‘self-righteous’ and lecturing the public, while Reagan delivered his speech
exclusively to an Evangelical audience and showered them with praise. Reagan openly
addressed the rise of the Religious Right, ‘The principles that brought us into the public arena
in the first place. The basis of those ideals and principles is a commitment to freedom and
personal liberty that, itself is grounded in the much deeper realization that freedom prospers
only where the blessings of God are avidly sought and humbly accepted.’\textsuperscript{126} Here, Reagan
again associated his personal hallmark with the Religious Right through the use of pronoun,
‘us’, as well as critiquing the general narrative that the Evangelical Right wants to protect
religious liberty and freedom. The speech perhaps better than anything else reflects the
balancing act of the Reagan coalition in that it was simultaneously an appeal to social
conservatives and foreign policy hawks. In discussing the nuclear freeze proposals Reagan
said ‘[I]n your discussions of the nuclear freeze proposals, I urge you to beware the
temptation of pride … label both sides equally at fault … to simply call the arms race a giant
misunderstanding and thereby remove yourself from the struggle between right and wrong
and good and evil.’\textsuperscript{127} Reagan successfully but subtly equated both the Cold War arms race
and the fight against secular liberal ‘immorality’ as issues the Religious Right was
campaigning against. The anti-Soviet rhetoric also struck an accord with the Religious Right.
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The Evangelicals were particularly concerned with defeating the Soviet Union due to it being an atheistic state that was openly hostile to religious freedom.\textsuperscript{128} In equating the struggle against secular humanism as part of the greater struggle against the Soviet Union Reagan successfully managed to rally Evangelical support behind his political agenda.

Reagan’s open embrace of Evangelical policy despite his perceived lack of personal piety was instrumental in winning him Evangelical support. Religious Right leaders had been disappointed with the Carter administration in both policy and access. The Evangelical community had firmly decided that there was little point in having one of their own in the White House if he was not going to address their policy priorities. Reagan, in contrast, offered to represent Evangelicals in the culture wars, to work with their leadership and address the policy issues like abortion and the ERA. Furthermore, the support for Reagan from the Evangelical leadership was instrumental in registering Evangelicals to vote and to vote for Reagan. Reagan’s \textit{Evil Empire} speech further demonstrated Reagan’s ability to articulate the concerns of Evangelicals in language they could understand.
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Chapter 4- Conclusion

Ultimately the 1976 and 1980 Presidential campaigns were not necessarily about the faith of the candidates but the faith the public placed in them. Following scandal in Washington and the failure of wide-sweeping liberal reforms, the electorate wanted a candidate whom they thought would represent their values. The public and, more specifically Evangelicals, wanted a restoration of Judeo-Christian morality and the prospect of having one of their own in the White House initially rallied excited support behind Carter. Carter’s campaign based on his morality and vague policy promises gave voters the conjecture that this man would represent their values. Carter failed to live up to expectations and consequently Evangelicals placed their faith in a new candidate; Ronald Reagan.

Religion has always played an important role in American politics and there are few periods in history where it has been more evident than the 1970s and 1980s. The simultaneous change in the political and religious environment fundamentally altered the relationship between the two. Jimmy Carter’s image as a Washington outsider and a devout Christian offered the public just the candidate they were looking for. During Carter’s administration, however, there was a significant shift in how the religious community approached politics. The 1960s had seen a shift away from traditional cultural values and provoked a backlash from the Evangelical community. Seeing Carter use religion in the public sphere demonstrated to Evangelicals that religious expression could be freely used in politics and they began to promote their own agenda.

Evangelicals had shifted to the right on social issues and this resulted in an electoral support groundswell of support for the Republicans. The opposition, first to the ERA and later the Internal Revenue Service’s decision to deregister the Evangelical Bob Jones’ University brought a large coalition of social conservatives together, consolidating the
formation of the Religious Right. Unlike other demographic groups, religious groups had the foundational structure to establish organizations which could profoundly influence the national political agenda. As the Carter administration began to support traditional secular Democratic policy, the Religious Right mobilized against him. Robertson, Slosser and other Evangelicals leaders all made false assumptions that Carter was as conservative as they were and their shift of support from Carter to Reagan represented the loss of wider transient support for Carter among the Evangelical community.

Jimmy Carter’s relationship with the Evangelical community during his presidency was complex. Carter entered a rapidly changing political dynamic, as long-term traditional Democratic support was declining while the Republicans’ were embroiled in scandal surrounding Watergate. The political conditions created the perfect environment for a man known for his morality as the Evangelical candidate. It is difficult to imagine Carter gaining the Democratic nomination, let alone the presidency, had it not been for the events of Watergate. Carter’s campaign focus on his moral image as a Washington outsider meant that he could be all things to all people. The backlash from the Playboy interview in particular, highlighted the importance of Carter’s honest image to the strength of his campaign and demonstrated the problems he would face both in office and his attempt at re-election in 1980. Carter faced the unenviable task of trying to appease the traditional secular Democrats, as well as the Evangelicals that he won over in the 1976 campaign. Furthermore, the Playboy interview and the Crisis of Confidence speech were arguably Carter’s two most vivid use of religion throughout his campaign and presidency, yet they fell flat politically. Carter’s speech was interpreted as a sermon to the American public and a holier-than-thou approach to governing.

Evangelicals wanted a president who would institute policy in office, not someone who believed in the now archaic Baptist tradition of a strict separation of Church and State.
Ronald Reagan offered to fit the bill. Despite being an infrequent churchgoer and a divorced man, Reagan picked up significant Evangelical support. Reagan offered policy progress to Evangelical’s who had felt shut out by the Carter White House. The Republican nominee moved the Republican platform to the right on abortion and the Equal Rights amendment, two crucial issues that had been of fundamental importance in establishing the Religious Right.

Reagan spoke to Evangelicals in the language they understood. In Reagan’s Evil Empire speech, he did not address all Americans but specifically the Evangelical community. Reagan’s use of religious rhetoric in his speech articulated his vision that the fight for school prayer and the fight against abortion were as much a fight against evil as the fight against the Soviet Union in the Cold War. Furthermore, rather than call on national sacrifice to fix the issues the United States was facing, Reagan identified the nation’s problems as a result of secular liberalism. Essentially it offered a direct contrast to the Crisis of Confidence speech; Reagan was able to place blame solely on his political enemies, while Carter alienated multitudes of his enemies and supporters by reprimanding the entire nation.

The Carter and Reagan presidencies would forever alter the role Evangelicals played in presidential politics. Despite the initial attraction of having a fellow Evangelical in the White House, the Religious Right realized that they could accomplish more than getting one of their own elected, in that they could elect a President who would advocate for their legislative agenda. Evangelicals in 1980 therefore placed their faith and trust in a new president that promised to promote their agenda, Ronald Reagan.
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